Self Assembly
Motor
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Developed for the Science Enhancement Programme (SEP), this provides the
parts for rapid assembly of a working DC motor. It demonstrates clearly what
each part does and runs at high speed when you just touch two wires against
the commutator.

Designed to provide important insights into the
way small DC motors work and how they are
designed for maximum efficiency.
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Description
Motor Frame
Armature
Magnets
Retaining rods
Terminal posts
Lengths commutator wire
Plastic bushes
Test leads

You will also need:
Pliers or similar and wire strippers if you cannot perform this task with pliers.

Step 1
Unscrew the nuts from the terminal posts
and remove the washers, solder tag and
white plastic ring.

2
Insert the terminal post into one of the holes in the motor frame.
Make sure the locator notch is in line with the notch in the hole.
Place the white plastic ring onto the bottom of the terminal
post, ensuring the notch in this ring aligns with the notch in the
terminal post.

Locator
notch

3
Now place one washer
onto the terminal post
and tighten one nut
onto this.
Once the first nut is
secured, tighten a
second nut onto
the first to lock the
two into place.
Repeat this for the
second terminal post.

4
Strip 8 - 10mm off of the commutator
wires and neatly twist the bare strands
together.
Put a bend in each of these wires.
Strip the ends of the two test leads and
twist the bare wire strands together.
Strands twisted
together.

5
Unscrew the terminal posts to reveal the
hole in the metal shaft.
Feed the end of the commutator wire into
this hole.
Do this for both posts but do not tighten
the posts.

6
Insert the bare wire from the
red test lead into the outerhole of the red terminal post
and the black test lead into
the black terminal post.

7
Tighten the two terminal
posts whilst making sure all
wires are still inserted into the
holes.

8
Take the armature and feed the plastic bushes onto
the ends of the shaft. Make sure the narrow ends of
the bushes are facing the ends of the shaft.

Narrow end.

9

Commutator.

The two commutator wires can
be gently bent out of the way to
allow the armature to be placed in
the two slots in the motor frame.
The commutator on the armature
must be at the end where the
commutator wires will reach.

10
Bend the two commutator wires to
make contact with the commutator.
The bare wires must be in
contact with the commutator.
The rotation of the commutator
will lift one of the commutator
wires depending on its direction of
rotation and so a retaining rod is
used to hold this wire down.
The rod is fed through the small, lower hole in the motor frame, over the
wire and straight through the small hole in the back of the frame.
The direction of rotation is dictated by the polarity of the voltage supplied.

Commutator arrangements.

Direction of rotation

Direction of rotation

Retaining rod

11
Two more retaining rods can now be
passed through the small holes at the top
of the motor frame and out through the
corresponding holes in the back of the
frame.

12
The two magnets are now positioned
against these retaining rods so that their
curved, convex surfaces are both facing
outwards, away from one-another.

There are several options for orientation. The motor will in fact work with
just one magnet and will function with magnets other than those supplied
(try rare-earth magnets!).

Motor Direction
The direction of the motor can be changed
either by reversing the polarity of the
supply or changing over the brush contacts
if hand-held.

Shunt Braking
The motor can be rapidly slowed down electromagnetically by
turning off the supply and short circuiting across the brushes. The
motor is “trying” to be both generator and motor and stops very
quickly. This principle is called shunt braking and is often used to
brake the rotation of an electric motor.
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2-way switch used for shunt braking

Generating Current
The motor is reversible and can generate
current - but only when running at high
speed. To demonstrate this, connect the
motor to the supply via a two-way switch
so that it can first be run as a motor and
then switched suddenly to power a
bulb, LED, buzzer or another motor.
Any of these will energise for a short
period, but at the same time will exert
a braking effect on the “generator” as
energy is converted.
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Load - e.g.
a filament bulb
-ve
Motor as a generator demonstration

Two motors can be connected using a small
length of rubber tubing - one driving the
second as a generator.

Electrical Arcing
Brush contact on the commutator causes high temperature arcing
which shortens the brush or motor life. This also causes radio
interference, which is usually suppressed with a capacitor across
the brushes and sometimes, in addition, by shielding the motor.
The effect of arcing, and its prevention, can be demonstrated by
placing a small radio (set to AM) near the motor and running it
with and without the capacitor.

Note: EU regulations on Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
strictly limit emissions of this kind in consumer products. This is
because of the increasing use of equipment which is adversely
affected by radio frequency and other signals. In one recorded
instance, the ignition arc from a piezoelectric cigarette lighter
was found to open all the new car park barriers in a large
German city.

Permanent Magnets
The magnets supplied, or others, can be orientated to assess the
effect on motor performance. An electromagnet can also be used
to provide the stator field.

Quantitative Experiments
Measuring Performance
The motor may be connected to a load - e.g., raising a mass
attached to a fine line wound on a shaft. A voltmeter and
ammeter (e.g., two inexpensive multimeters) can be used to
record current against voltage for different loads. (For this
experiment, the load would be raised via a gearbox or pulley
system).

Measuring Speed
The speed of the motor can be measured in several ways. For
example:
•

An optical tachometer can be focused on a light reflective
patch on the armature

•

A calibrated stroboscope placed near the motor will “freeze”
the armature at the speed of rotation/strobe frequency

The motor provides opportunities to alter key variables such as the position of
permanent magnets and the design of commutator brushes. It also enables a
dramatic and convincing demonstration when two hand-held leads (“brushes”)
are placed on the commutator.
The motor will run on power supplies from as low as 1.5 volts (e.g. single AA
size battery) to 12volts.
It also provides a significant power output for additional experiments - e.g.
measurement of current consumption against load.
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